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Abstract 

The global economy is highly impacted by the new business models, based on a digital 

framework, combined with the country of origin, will increase the chance for global development. 

This will bring important changes to how companies will develop strategies for sustainability and 

competitive advantage in this global market. 

Innovative-driven companies, especially from countries in the development stage, are 

looking continuously for high performance, efficient processes, and cost-reduction through the 

use of digital tools. They consider IT solutions as a business partner, the central piece of the 

business, and through that, they will gain speed, efficiency, and agility to gain competitive 

advantage. These companies don't see the competition on price or even quality; they research for 

innovative products or services, and use the most advanced methods or tools for sustainable 

development. For international expansion, companies need to take into consideration the place 

where they are incubated. Sometimes, general perception puts a barrier for these companies when 

entering developed markets, product evaluation and success is also based on its country of 

origin(COO). Because of the country's brand image, the internal business ecosystem must 

minimize these perceptions that generally are erroneous. To improve them companies, and 

countries must adopt a strategy for building a trustworthiness image. This research is to 

determine the current state of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, and collaboration with the local 

government to boost global recognition and increase the power of internationalization.  
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